
INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

The Personal System/2 Model 80 takes the 32-bit road 
to more power, more memory, more speed 

The 32-b i t  M icro C h an ne l  

The 32-bit Micro Channel 
opens a window on ffiM's fu
ture. The three 32-bit bus 
slots in the Personal System/2 
Model 80 support the 80386 
processor with 32-bit address
ing and 32-bit data transfers. 
The direction in which ffiM' s 
personal computers are 
headed is no longer implied; it 
is defined: the 32-bit road to 
more power, more memory, 
more speed . No big sur
prise-but the question of 
which way ffiM will go and 
how it will get there is always 
of major interest to anyone 
seriously involved with per
sonal computers. 

The Personal System/2 
As I write this, the new ffiM 
PS/2 family consists of five 
basic machine s ,  three of 
which are based on a propri
etary new bus called the 
Micro Channel. The Models 
25 and 30 are 8-megahertz 
8086-based desktop machines 
that use an ffiM PC XT bus 
with three slots. The next two 
are 10-MHz 80286-based ma
chines: the Model 50, a desk
top model with four 1 6-bit 
Micro Channel slots, and the 
Model 60, a floor-standing 
model with seven 1 6-bit  
Micro Channel slots. Finally, the Model 
80 is an 80386-based floor-standing ma
chine available in both 16-MHz and 20-
MHz versions with three 32-bit and four 
16-bit Micro Channel slots. 

Previous BYTE articles have covered 
the Model 30 (see "The ffiM PS/2 Model 
30" by Curtis Franklin Jr. , July); the 
Models 50 and 60 (see "The ffiM PS/2 
Model 50" and its accompanying text box 
on the Model 60, by Richard Grehan, 
July) ; the 1 6-bit Micro Channel (see 
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"Under the Covers" by Steve Ciarcia, 
August); and information on the PS/2 in 
general (see " First Impressions : The 
ffiM PS/2 Computers, "  June) . 

Because of this heavy coverage, I'll 
focus on the unique features of the Model 
80's 32-bit bus and not attempt a compre
hensive overview of the Micro Channel. 
Information for this article came from a 
variety of sources including the IBM Per
sonal System/2 Model 80 Technical 
Reference. 

The 32-bit Difference 
The Model 80's Micro Chan
nel differs from that of the 
Model 50 and 60 in that, in ad
dition to 16-bit slots, it also 
has 32-bit slots. The Micro 
Channel connector for the 32-
bit extension extends the 16-
bit Micro Channel connector 
to accommodate 32-bit ad
dressing and 32-bit data trans
fers (see figure 1) .  It connects 
to the "bottom" of the 16-bit 
extension (see figure 1 in 
"Under the Covers, "  August, 
page 104). 

The 32-bit extension itself 
consists of the seven control 
lines for 32-bit data ( -BEO 
through -BE3 , -CD DS 32, 
-DS 32 RTN,  and TR 32), 
eight additional address lines 
(A24 through A3 1) ,  and 16 
data lines (D16 through D3 1) .  

Lines -BEO through -BE3 
("byte enable" 0 through 3) 
are used during 32-bit slave 
data transfers to tell the bus 
which bytes are to go on it. 
Line -CD DS 32 (card data 
size 32) indicates that the data 
port at the location addressed 
is a 32-bit data port. Line -DS 
32 RTN (data size 32 return) 
is a negative OR of -CD DS 32 
and provides a check for the 
channel on data-size informa

tion. TR 32 (translate 32) provides an in
dicator as to what logic is driving -BEO 
through -BE3. If TR 32 is inactive, the 
32-bit bus master is in charge of these 
lines; if it is active, the central-translator 
logic is driving them. 

continued 
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Circle 36 on Reader Service Card 

Create Powerful 
Programs with 
Blaise TOOLS 

------------·------------
Whether you're an expert or a novice, you can 
benefit from using special tools to enhance your 
programs, make them reliable, and give them a 
professional look. With windows, menus, pop-up 
memory resident programs, and communications 
support, Blaise Computing offers you a wide 
range of programming tools to let you take full 
advantage of the Microsoft and Borland pro
gramming environments. All language support 
packages include fully commented source code, 
complete comprehensive manuals and sample 
programs. 

C TOOLS PLUS/5.0 $129.00 
Full spectrum of general service utility functions 
including: windows; menus; memory resident 
applications; interrupt service routines; interven
tion code; and direct video access for fast screen 
handling. Specifically designed for Microsoft C 
5.0 and Quick C. 

Turbo C TOOLS $129.00 
Windows and menus; ISRs; intervention code; 
screen handling including EGA 43-line text mode 
support; direct screen access; and memory resi
dent applications. Carefully crafted specifically 
to complement Turbo C. 

Turbo POWER SCREEN 
COMING SOON! General screen management; 
paint screens; block mode data entry or field-by
field control with instant screen access. For 
Turbo Pascal. 

Turbo POWER TOOLS PLUS $129.00 
NEW VERSION! Now supports Turbo Pascal 4.0. 
Screen, window, and menu management includ
ing EGA support; DOS memory control; ISRs; 
scheduled intervention code; and much more. 

Turbo ASYNCH PLUS $129.00 
NEW VERSION! Now supports Turbo Pascal 4.0. 
Interrupt driven support for the COM ports. 1/0 
buffers up to 64K ; XON/XOFF; up to 9600 baud; 
modem and XMODEM control. 

ASYNCH MANAGER $175.00 
Full featured interrupt driven support for the 
COM ports. I/0 buffers up to 64K ; XON/XOFF; 
up to 9600 baud; modem control and XMODEM. 
For Microsoft C, Turbo C or MS Pascal. 

KeyPlayer $49.95 
"Super-batch" program. Create batch files which 
can invoke programs and provide input to them; 
run any program unattended; create demonstra
tion programs; analyze keyboard usage. 

PASCAL TOOLS/TOOLS 2 $175.00 
Expanded string and screen handling; graphics 

THE 32-BIT MICRO CHANNEL 

There is  also a Micro Channel connec
tor for the matched-memory extension. 
This connector extends the 32-bit Micro 
Channel connector to accommodate 
matched-memory cycles (see figure 2) . It 
connects to the "top" of the 8-bit section 
of the Micro Channel in the same position 
that an auxiliary video extension might 
occupy on a 16-bit Micro Channel. 

The matched-memory-cycle section 
consists  of three signals ,  -MMC , 
MMCR, and -MMC CMD. Signal -MMC 
(matched-memory cycle), driven by sys
tem-board logic, indicates that the CPU 

is in control of the bus and can run a 
matched-memory cycle. Signal -MMCR 
(matched-memory-cycle request) is  
driven by a slave on either the 16-bit or 
32-bit channel to request a faster cycle. 
Since the 80386 is the only controlling 
device allowed to run matched-memory 
cycles, if an 8-bit or 1 6-bit channel 
slave-or a 32-bit slave in a nonmicro
processor bus cycle-requests -MMCR, 
the system will run a basic-transfer cycle. 
Signal -MMC CMD (matched-memory
cycle command) defines when the data on 
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routines; memory management; general program Figure 1: The 32-bit Micro Channel extension. 
control; DOS file support and more. For MS-
Pascal. 

EXEC $95.00 
NEW VERSION! Program chaining executive. 
Chain one program from another in different 
languages; specify common data areas; less than 
2K of overhead. 

RUNOFF $49.95 
Text formatter for all programmers. Written in . 
Turbo Pascal: flexible printer control; user-defined 
variables; index generation; and a general macro 
facility. 

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 
800-333-8087! 
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BLAISE COMPUTING INC. Figure 2: The matched-memory extension to the 32-bit Micro Channel. 
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The Micro Channel 

uses the 80286's 

addressing scheme 

for 8-bit and 1 6-bit 

transfers and the 

80386's scheme for 

32-bit transfers. 

the bus is valid,  but only during a 
matched-memory cycle. Together, these 
signals extend the Micro Channel to use 
full 32-bit addresses and data. 

Photos la through lc provide a tele
scopic view of the Micro Channel start
ing with an inside view of the Model 80 
(photo la) ,  zooming in to a closer view 
that contains the Micro Channel on the 
left and shows the 80386 and optional 
80387 chips on the right (photo lb), and 
ending with a close-up of the Micro 
Channel (photo 1 c) . Photo 1 c shows the 
three 32-bit channel connectors, 1 ,  2 ,  and 
4 (counting from the bottom) ; notice the 
short extension on the left end of each, 
the matched-memory extension . . Also 

THE 32-BIT MICRO CHANNEL 

note the longer extension to the left in slot 
6; this is a 16-bit channel connector with 
the auxiliary video extension. 

How the 32-bit Bus Works 
The PS/2 Model 80 has special logic, 
called the address-bus translator, that lets 
16-bit devices communicate with 32-bit 
slaves, and vice versa. The 32-bit slaves 
(and 32-bit devices) use -BEO through 
-BE3 instead of the AO (address bit 0, the 
least-significant address bit) and -SBHE 
(system byte high enable, which indicates 
and enables data transfer on the high byte 
of the 16-bit data bus-i.e. , D8 through 
D15) bus lines of the 16-bit bus. AO and 
-SBHE are used together to distinguish 
between high-byte (D8 through D 15) and 
low-byte (DO through D7) data transfers 
on the 16-bit bus. 

Sixteen-bit and 32-bit transfers use dif
ferent signals because the 80286 (16-bit) 
and 80386 (32-bit) system microproces
sors address memory differently. The 
Micro Channel uses the 80286's address
ing scheme for 8-bit and 16-bit accesses 
and the 80386's scheme for 32-bit trans
fers . Thus, no translation is required 
when a processor accesses native mem
ory; however, when an 80386 accesses 
16-bit memory or 1/0, translation is 
needed. 

The signal TR 32 is driven inactive by 
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32-bit devices; this signal is used by the ad
dress-bus translator along with the 
-CD DS 16 (card data sjze 16) and -CD DS 
32 (card data size 32) signals (which 
indicate the slave's data size) to determine 
if translation is required and which party is 
32-bit. In addition to the address-bus trans
lator, data-bus-steering logic is required to 
cross data between Dl6 through D31 and 
DO through D15 because 16-bit devices 
(and slaves) don't use the high-order 16 
data lines. 

Four different types of bus cycles are 
defined for the 32-bit Micro Channel. In 

order from fastest to slowest, they are 
matched-memory cycles, basic-transfer 
cycles, synchronous extended-transfer 
cycles ,  and asynchronous extended
transfer cycles. While the Micro Channel 
is defined as an asynchronous bus, the 
first three of these cycles are synchronous 
special cases. 

The Matched-Memory Cycle 
The matched-memory cycle is a synchro
nous cycle supported only by the Model 
80. It provides the most efficient data 
transfer between the 80386 and the Micro 
Channel and is this bus's  equivalent to the 
PC AT's zero-wait-state memory . The 
system board's ROM, the 80386's RAM, 
and the 32-bit memory-expansion adapt
er follow the matched-memory-cycle 



protocol (i . e . , -MMC , -MMCR, and 
-MMC CMD). A channel slave can be 
either a memory slave or an 1/0 slave 
with either a 16-bit or 32-bit data bus 
width. However, 8-bit devices cannot run 
matched-memory cycles, nor can DMA. 

Two types of 80386 bus cycles are sup
ported on the Micro Channel for the 
Model 80: matched-memory cycles and 
basic-transfer cycles. A matched-mem
ory cycle occupies at least three 16-MHz 
clock cycles, or 1 87.5 nanoseconds.  A 
basic-transfer cycle takes at least four 16-
MHz clock cycles, or 250 ns. The chan
nel slave must issue an -MMCR request 
for each bus cycle if it wants a matched
memory cycle; if it doesn't, it will re
ceive a basic-transfer cycle as the default. 

THE 32-BIT MICRO CHANNEL 

length of the cycle is not iong enough. 
A warning from the technical refer

ence: "When MMC is active, matched
memory-cycle 32-bit and 16-bit devices 
should not use -MADE 24, AO, A1 , or 
-SBHE in logic that generates -MMCR, 
-CD DS 16/32, -SEL FBK, and -CD 
ChRdy . "  

Variations on a Theme 
The line -CD ChRdy is used by slave pro
grams to tell the Micro Channel when 
their data is ready. It may take as much as 
3 microseconds for a slave to make -CD 
ChRdy active. Data transfers other than 
matched-memory transfers generally use 
the same control sequence. 

If the channel slave issues an -MMCR 1 .  The address bus, -MADE 24 (mem
request, then the system microprocessor ory-address enable 24, which indicates 
responds with -MMC CMD. If the chan- when an extended address is used on the 
nel slave doesn't return the -MMCR re- , bus) , M/-IO (memory/input output, 
quest, the system runs a basic-transfer which distinguishes a memory cycle from 
cycle. These two 80386 bus cycles can be an 1/0 cycle) , and -Refresh (if applicable) 
mixed and matched any way you wish; become active. The cycle begins. 
the process is totally dynamic and is de- 2. The status signals, -SO and -S1 ,  become 
terrnined on a cycle-by-cycle basis. active. (Bus addresses must be valid before 

You can extend bus cycles until -CD either -SO or -Sl becomes active.) 
ChRdy (channel ready) is found active. A 3. The -ADL (address-decode latch) sig
memory or channel slave can set -CD nal becomes active. 
ChRdy inactive to allow more time to 4. In response to active -ADL, -MADE 
complete a matched-memory cycle or a 24, and M/-IO, the adapter returns -CD 
basic-transfer cycle when the default Sfdbk (card-selected feedback, which in-

dicates, when active, that the slave ad
dressed by the system microprocessor is 
present at the address specified), -CD DS 
16 if the attachment can handle 16-bit op
eration, and both -CD DS 16 and -CD DS 
32 if it can handle 32-bit operation. 
5 .  In response to active -ADL, -MADE 
24, M/-IO, -SO, and �S1 ,  the adapter 
drives -CD ChRdy inactive if the bus 
cycle is too short for the transfer and 
needs to be extended. 
6. For a Write cycle, the Write data ap
pears on the Micro Channel. (Various 
combinations of M/-IO, -SO, and -S1 
indicate whether a transfer is a read or 
write operation and whether it is to or 
from memory or I/0.) 
7 .  -CMD (command, which is used to 
determine when data on the data .bus is 
valid) becomes active, and -ADL be
comes inactive. 
8. -SO and -S 1 become inactive. 
9. Address signals become inactive in 
preparation for the next bus cycle. 
10. In response to an address change, the 
attachment sets -CD Sfdbk, -CD DS 16, 
and -CD DS 32 inactive. 
1 1 .  If -CD ChRdy has been set inactive, 
the system remains in this state until -CD 
ChRdy is set active. (This interval should 
not exceed 3 ms.)  
1 2 .  For a read cycle, the attachment 
places read data on .the Micro Channel to 
be ready for the trailing edge of -CMD. 
13 .  The address, -SO, -S1 ,  and M/-IO for 
the next cycle may become active. (You 
can overlap activating the address and 
status indicators with the preceding cycle 
to minimize the impact that memory
access time makes on performance.) 
14. -CMD goes inactive. The cycle ends. 

The remaining three bus cycles (the 
basic-transfer cycle ,  the asynchronous 
extended-transfer cycle, and the synchro
nous extended-transfer cycle) are varia
tions on this theme. The basic-transfer 
cycle is the default bus cycle and is syn
chronous. While it requires a minimum 
of200 ns, it requires four clock cycles of 
62.5 ns each, or 250 ns, in the 16-MHz 
Model 80. The asynchronous extended
transfer cycle and the synchronous ex
tended-transfer cycle are differentiated by 
the slave's  use of -CD ChRdy. If it is an 
asynchronous cycle, the slave releases 
-CD ChRdy asynchronously and pro
vides the read data within 60 ns of the re
lease. Similarly, if the cycle is synchro
nous ,  the release is synchronous and 
occurs within 30 ns of the leading edge of 
-CMD . While the asynchronous ex
tended-transfer cycle requires a minimum 
of more than 300 ns, the synchronous ex
tended-transfer cycle is only slightly 
faster, requiring a minimum of 300 ns. 

continued 
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You could have an 

1 8-megabyte system 

with one 32-bit slot 

still available. 

A special note: If activation of the 
status indicators overlaps with the previ
ous -CMD cycle in the two extended 
cycles, -CD ChRdy is invalid during the 
overlap. This varies from the control se
quence described above. 

Details to Remember 
The 32-bit Micro Channel is a superset of 
the 1 6-bit Micro Channel; thus, POS 
(Programmable Option Select), arbitra
tion, and timing are the same (except in 
the matched-memory cycle) . One point 
worth remembering: While bus masters 
on the Micro Channel can access all 
memory addresses on the system board, 
they can't access 1/0 addresses less than 
100 hexadecimal on the system board; 
this is true of all Micro Channel systems, 
not just the Model 80. 

While the Model 80's Micro Channel 
supports 32-bit addresses for the 32-bit 
slots, the system DMA channels on the 
Model 80 support only 24-bit addresses. 
This can be a problem if you want to use 
more than 16 megabytes of memory; all 
DMA (i. e . ,  disk I/0 and so forth) must 
be moved to low storage, then moved by 
the processor to high storage. The mem-

THE 32-BIT MICRO CHANNEL 

cry-remapping facility may provide a way 
around this by letting you remap banks of 
memory between high and low address
es. That is, the operating system might 
reserve, for example, four banks of mem
ory between 8 megabytes and 1 2  mega
bytes for remapping; memory remapping 
in the Model 80 is in units of 1 megabyte. 
Then, when the operating system needs 
to perform DMA 1/0 at a high memory 
location-the bank at physical address 22 
megabytes,  for example-it could remap 
that bank to one of the four banks re
served for remapping, perhaps the one at 
location 10 megabytes. After the 110 
completes, the operating system moves 
the relocated bank of memory back into 
its original high-memory position. 

This problem is unlikely to arise in the 
next few years, because OS/2 and other 
80286 operating systems can address up 
to 16 megabytes, as can the 80286 itself. 
Also, the performance that the 80386 
provides, whether at 16 or 20 MHz, pipe
lined with one wait state, won't require 
more than 1 6  megabytes of memory in 
most cases. 

Future Directions? 
The three 32-bit slots in the Model 80 are 
primarily meant for memory cards; assum
ing the use of 1-megabit dynamic RAM 

chips, a normal memory card will contain 
about 8 megabytes of memory. Using two 
slots for memory and up to 2 megabytes on 
the motherboard, you could have an 18-

. megabyte system with one 32-bit slot still 
available. What can you do with that third 
32-bit slot? Well, you could use it for an 

Table 1 :  The Model 80 's internal timings. 

Processor clock speed 
Minimum system board RAM access time 
Minimum system board ROM access time 
Minimum system board 1/0 time 
Minimum system board video (8 bits) 

Basic bus cycle 
Arbitration cycle time (minimum) 

DMA 

Minimum bus burst timing 
System board burst timing 

Bus master 

Minimum bus burst timing 
::,ystem board burst timing 

Refresh cycle 

Model 

80-41 ' 71 

16 MHz 
1 87.5 ns 
1 87.5 ns 
500 ns 
2000 ns 

250 ns 
375 ns 

375+500n ns 
375+625n ns 

375+387.5n ns 
375+625n ns 

8 MHz, 5% 

Where n is the number of doublewords, words, or bytes transferred. 
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Model 

80·1 1 1  

20 MHz 
1 00 ns 
1 00 ns 
200 ns . 
700 ns 

200 ns 
300 ns 

300+400n ns 
300+400n ns 

300+200n ns 
300+400n ns 

8 MHz, 5% 

expansion chassis or another 8 megabytes 
of memory. But you could also presumably 
use it for an additional 32-bit processor 
(with its own memory cache); however, the 
current Model 80 doesn't have the bus 
bandwidth to support this. 

Let's assume we have a Model 80-7 1 ; 
that is, a 16-MHz 80386. The 80386 runs 
pipelined with one wait state; according to 

Intel, that gives a bus utilization of about 86 
percent. RAM Refresh takes less than 5 
percent of the bus (see table 1) ,  leaving 
about 10 percent of the bus bandwidth 
available for DMA transfers when the pro
cessor is 100 percent busy. Ten percent of a 
second is 100 ms ' for DMA each second. 
Since the processor can use the 300-ns ar
bitration time to access memory, as can 
RAM Refresh, we will count only DMA 
transfer time. At 400 ns per transfer, this 
gives 100 ms/400 ns or 25,000 DMA 
transfers per second; this would be about 
50K bytes per second if we used 16-bit 
transfers. If you assume an I/0 rate of 90K 
bytes per second as being two-thirds 16-bit 
transfers and one-third 8-bit transfers, you 
get 300 ms/400 ns or a .total of 75,000 
transfers per s�ond. That's 300 ms of each 
second for DMA transfers; plus 50 ms for 
RAM Refresh, leaving 650 ms for the 
processor. 

If we have 1 00  percent processor utili
zation, the 80386 uses 86 percent of the 
bandwidth; so if only 65 percent of the 
bandwidth remains, the 80386 can run at 
only about 75 percent utilization. Under 
normal operation, a system microproces
sor runs nearer to 75 or 80 percent than 
100 percent busy anyway. However, this 
exercise points out an interesting fact: 
The Micro Channel doesn 't have the 
bandwidth to support multiple processors 
unless all the processors use caches to cut 
the required bus bandwidth. 

If you have a 64K-byte direct-mapped 
buffered store through cache using a 16-
byte line, you will have a hit rate of about 
96 percent, assuming four reads for every 
write. The 80386's 86 percent bus utili
zation in this case decreases to about 33 
percent; that is, 0 . 86 X (4 x 0.04 x 

0.80 1 6-byte reads + 0.20 4-byte writes) 
= 33 percent, where the 4 equals the four 
32-bit reads required to fetch a line, and 
the 0.04 is the miss rate ( 1  minus the hit 
rate of 0. 96). I assumed the memory can 
·burst matched-memory cycles. This ig
nores the effects of device bursting and 
makes the processor wait till memory is 
free. Thus, the Micro Channel appears to 
have enough bandwidth to support up to 
two processors and their I/0. If future 
PS/2 systems use a cache for the system 
processor, multiprocessor systems will 
be much more viable-and I suspect that 
they won't have the 24-bit DMA limit that 
the current Model 80 has. • 
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